
S�� Littl� Du� Du�
Sexy Little Dum Dum means to find every last trace of intelligent thought in your adorable little
head and work to quickly eradicate it. Through this recording, you can learn how much you love
looking sexy and hanging off of the hunky strangers that would rather use your horny, girly, body
over hearing anything that comes out of your stupid little mouth. You know that it is true,
because being stupid has always made you hornier and happier than anything else in the entire
world!

Learn to be afraid of intellectual discussions, and become obsessed with masturbating, fucking,
and looking your best with every second of free time you may have. As a sexy little dum dum,
you know that all you need to be concerned with is looking pretty and fucking as many horny
strangers as you can whenever they give you compliments on your adorable little body. Through
continued listening, you will find that learning new ideas brings you an erotic pain that makes
your mind constantly wander towards looking your feminine best and pleasuring all of the horny
strangers around you.

Start to become increasingly uncomfortable in smart social situations, and find yourself
fantasizing about being talked down to, like the sexy little dum dum you are, whenever others
start having more intelligent conversations around you.  Learn how much happier you can be in
your everyday life as you practice emulating your favorite porn and reality tv stars. Know that
everything about you, including your platinum blonde hair and porn star makeup, should scream
stupid slut to the world so that strangers can figure out how to use you fastest without having to
ask as many questions.

So what are you waiting for? Let go of your worries and concerns in life today. Give yourself
over to my voice and take pride in the sexy little feminine dum dum you will find yourself quickly
becoming.

✧ Taking pride in myself whenever I don’t understand something that is smart and boring
and complicated.

✧ Finding myself more and more fulfilled the more that I focus on looking beautifully
feminine and pleasing the people around me sexually.

✧ Finding myself playing with my tiny clitty and horny asshole whenever I am bored.
✧ Always proud of myself whenever I make mistakes.
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✧ Knowing that I can always find pride in myself whenever I am cuter and stupider and
more feminine to the people around me.

✧ Constantly horny and turned on whenever I say anything stupid.
✧ Making sure that I constantly make mistakes so that my hunky lover will punish me in the

sexy ways that I love to be punished.
✧ Feeling horny whenever other people consider me stupid.
✧ Proud of myself whenever I talk in small words and short sentences.
✧ Remembering how I dumb I love to sound every day, whenever I talk in short, child-like

sentences.
✧ Constantly needing to show off my body and be fucked by the horny strangers that get

turned on by me being so stupid.
✧ Always fantasizing about being stupider than I currently am.
✧ Easily forgetting everything that I have learned in my life except for how to look like a

sexy, feminine, slut and how to seduce horny strangers into fucking me.
✧ Always fantasizing about the idea of turning myself into a slutty little dum dum.
✧ Knowing that being stupider and prettier would make me happier than anything else in

the world.
✧ Remember how horny and turned on I get whenever somebody else makes me dumb.
✧ Constantly fantasizing about hunky strangers making fun of me for being the stupid little

slut that I am.
✧ Remembering how I always love to play with myself whenever other people have

intelligent conversations.
✧ Finding joy and confidence in myself whenever I forget anything important that I am

supposed to remember.
✧ Feeling horny and turned on whenever I answer questions incorrectly.
✧ Knowing that being wrong turns me more than anything else in the world.
✧ Remembering how being pretty is the only thing I am great at.
✧ Always confident in myself whenever I am pretty.
✧ Knowing that I can always rely on hunky strangers to take care of me as long as I am

sexy and stupid.
✧ Finding it completely easy and natural to forget any memories where I am not acting like

the adorably stupid slut I know I am.
✧ Always proud of myself whenever I call myself stupid.
✧ Knowing that other people calling me stupid is a compliment since I always decide to

spend my time making strangers happy with my body over any boring, smart, activites
others might be doing.

✧ Feeling pain and discomfort and nausea whenever I try to think too hard about anything.
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✧ Easily forgetting any thought I have to think too long about.
✧ Feeling comfort and happiness and pride whenever other people solve my problems for

me.
✧ Hating myself whenever I answer questions correctly.
✧ Remembering that knowing more than others is embarrassing and causes me to

become upset and cry easily.
✧ Feeling content and happy whenever I am watching my favorite soap operas and trashy

tv shows.
✧ A sexy dancer at a club. Moving her beautiful body like the vapid little airhead she is.

Hoping that all of the horny customers will use her any way that they want.
✧ Feeling horny and turned on and loved whenever anybody talks down to me.
✧ Always horny whenever anybody calls me a sexy little dum dum.
✧ Remembering how much I love showing off my adorable body in my pretty, skin tight,

outfits for all the hunky strangers to see.
✧ Fantasizing about dying my pretty, feminine, hair a sexy, platinum blonde, color.
✧ Knowing that I will be more popular and loved and feminine once my hair is dyed a

beautiful platinum blonde color.
✧ Always making sure that my friends are as sexy and pretty and stupid as I am.
✧ Remembering that surrounding myself with stupid, beautiful, people makes me happy

and confident.
✧ Learning everything I can from the stupid people around me so that I can become even

stupider.
✧ Always proud of myself whenever I show the people around me how cute and stupid and

adorable I am.
✧ Knowing that hunky strangers won’t want to touch me if I am even a little bit intelligent.
✧ Always afraid and nervous whenever I talk back or ask questions.
✧ Easily forgetting any instructions that I am given so that I can look dumber in front of my

friends and family.
✧ Constantly turned on and horny whenever I am embarrassed in front of my friends.
✧ Remembering that being talked down to and called a sexy little dum dum is totally hot

and turns me on big time.
✧ Always happier whenever I can give my responsibilities to someone else.
✧ Wishing I could just let it all go and let someone else decide my life for me.
✧ Knowing that I would be happy and content and at peace with who I am once I have

somebody else to take control of my life for me.
✧ Remembering that I am too much of a stupid little dum dum to be trusted with any

important life decisions.
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✧ Remembering how much I hate having responsibilities and love being a sexy little dum
dum whenever I try to form any thoughts.

✧ Embarrassed whenever I try to form any intelligent thoughts.
✧ Fantasizing about letting everyone in my life know that I am nothing but a stupid little

cum dumpster who loves to be told what to do.
✧ Always nervous and unconfident whenever I try to stand up for myself.
✧ Making sure that I use the word like in every sentence that I speak.
✧ Always pausing in the middle of my sentences to twirl my beautiful, feminine, hair.
✧ Always putting on too much makeup so that the people around me will recognize me for

the slutty little dum dum that I am.
✧ Always playing with myself whenever anybody calls me stupid or talks down to me.
✧ Fantasizing about being sexier and stupider and more feminine every day.
✧ A beautiful model. Knowing that she doesn’t need to be smart as long as she looks

pretty and feminine and has the right people telling her what to do.
✧ Never confident in myself unless I am wearing the tightest clothing I can possibly fit into.
✧ Feeling pain and discomfort and nausea whenever I try to read a book or attempt to

have an intelligent conversation.
✧ Intuitively remembering that my ultimate goal in life has always been to become the

stupidest, most feminine woman, in the entire world.
✧ Laughing at all of the miserable women that prefer to make their own decisions over

choosing to be a happy, braindead little slut like me.
✧ Always at peace with myself whenever I choose to focus on sex and fashion and gossip.
✧ Making sure that I always talk in my high pitched, feminine, voice.
✧ Remembering how confident I am in myself whenever I add a lisp to my voice like the

sexy, feminine, little dum dum I love being.
✧ Always choosing the fashions that show off my body and make others notice me.
✧ Believing that I can seduce anyone I want as long as I quickly show them how stupid

and easily manipulated I am.
✧ Always thinking about how hot it would be to masturbate in front of my friends like that

horny little slut that I always am.
✧ Remembering how much I love to touch myself whenever anything makes me horny.
✧ Feeling confident and powerful in my fashionable high heels and sexy short skirts.
✧ Spending every spare second I have looking at the pictures in my favorite fashion

magazines and blogs to try and perfect my look.
✧ Making sure that I explain how stupid and slutty I am to everyone that I meet.
✧ Needing to keep something in my horny hole to make sure I am turned on throughout

the day.
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✧ Always keeping my favorite pink vibrator in my purse in case I need to relieve myself in
public.

✧ Loving how perfect a vibrator feels in my horny little slut butt.
✧ Knowing that I need to keep a fun vibrator in each of my holes at all times to make sure I

am constantly horny and not thinking any boring smart thoughts.
✧ Fantasizing about being horny and sexy all of the time so that I don’t have to think any

smart thoughts or make any dumb decisions ever again.
✧ Preferring to look at myself in the mirror over any kind of smart thinking I might have

thought I wanted to have.
✧ Idolizing the porn and reality tv stars that get to fuck all day for money and never have to

stop looking beautiful.
✧ Childhood memories. Knowing that I always wanted to be a sexy little dum dum and

have never wanted to look smart in front of the people that love me.
✧ Getting worried and nervous whenever other people depend on me for more than sex.
✧ Proud of myself whenever strangers talk down to me or call me an adorable little dum

dum.
✧ Needing others to talk down to me and tell me what to do to feel loved in my life.
✧ Preferring to be pretty and adorable and feminine over anything else.
✧ Always serving the powerful strangers around me whenever they want to use my

adorably feminine body.
✧ Intuitively knowing that my place in life is as a cum dumpster to the horny strangers

around me and remembering how much those thoughts always turns me on.
✧ Having great pride and confidence in myself whenever I act like an adorably stupid little

bimbo to the world around me.
✧ Never trusting myself to have the right answers in any situation.
✧ Having confidence in myself whenever I talk like a little girl.
✧ Remembering how proud and happy I am whenever I talk like an adorable little girl.
✧ Idolizing porn stars and the pretty makeup they always get to wear.
✧ Making sure that my adorable makeup always matches the makeup of my favorite porn

stars.
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